


Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs
adapted and directed by Amanda Shaw & Nigel Duffin

Queen Asphyxia Vicky Maunder
Silas Long, a mute servant to the Queen Scott Milligan
Jimmy Jester, a shop worker Nigel Bellwood
Marsha Mellow, a shop worker Karina Ramnarain
Gertrude Greenfly, greengrocer Jonathan Nail
Snow White Emma Nail

Villains Slick Val Boyle
Sly Lynn Charlton
Shifty Laurie South

Woodland Creatures Emma, Holly and Lucy Charisse;
Poppy and Harriet Weston-Shaw

Prince Sebastian Daisy Jones
Marcus, his valet Julius Nail

Dwarfs Grouchy Linda Rhead
Smiler Charlotte Quarmby
Sniffy John Hackett
Snoozey Matt Sexton
Brainy David Hamilton
Pops Roger Chown
Dippy Jacqui Rollason

Mr Hudson, butler in the Queen’s Palace Chris Brookes
The Shake’n’vacs Grace Brookes, Hannah Chan,

Katy Lynch, Advaith Manoj, Adya Manoj

Witches Barbara Higham, Jenny Robson, Janice Smith

Guards Jonathan Rollason, Gary Weston
Sandman Dancers Suzanne Nail, Emma Charisse, Poppy Weston-Shaw
Gorilla Gary Weston
The Fairy of the Sweetest Dreams Suzanne Nail
Magic Mirror, formerly the Queen’s Chancellor Cameron Weston-Shaw
Chorus Chris Brookes, Barbara Higham,

Jenny Robson, Jonathan Rollason, Janice Smith



Stage Manager Helen Dawson
Stage Crew Tony Tresigne, Gavin Dawson
Props Helen Dawson, Roger Chown
Costumes Jo Need, Sandy Gavshon
Costumiers to the Nail Family Tina and Michael Rockett
Make-up Svitlana Marchuk, Emma Nail
Stage Backdrop Ken Edwards
Lighting Adrian Treloar
Sound Mark Springthorpe
Sound arrangements Howard Farmer
Box Office Tessa Kind
Bar Mike Charlton

Where are the Dwarfs?
You adults were probably hoping to see dwarfs in this
show, or at least grown men making fools of themselves
by putting shoes on their knees.

But, at an early stage of rehearsal, our dwarfs
experimented with cross-pantomiming and were led
astray by a sweet-seeming girl called Alice, who offered
them a barely legal
Hi-ho, in a bottle
labelled ‘Drink Me’.
This may explain their

grouchiness, smiliness and dippiness, but
probably not their braininess.

Alice is a very naughty girl and this did not work
out well for our sweet little dwarfs. They started
growing to an enormous size, so that they would
only have been visible from the knees down on our
stage. Only the timely intervention of Nurse
(Queeny) Asphyxia with her antidote could
prevent this and limit them to their present hideous
size and forms.

Would they go down on their knees for the Directors? … No, they would not!



Next production – The Clothes Show – May 20th/21st
We have thrown open the Spring Grove Fringe’s Wardrobe!
Come and enjoy our absolutely fabulous evening of prose, poetry,
dance and an an itsy-bitsy-teeny-weeny bit of music, starring all your
favourite performers ... and supper. What more could you want?

Make sure that you are on the mailing list to get the latest information.

SGF is always looking for new members – both those who want to
perform and those who are happy to help backstage.
Please contact SGFKingston@gmail.com for details.

Our charity for this show
Following this production, a donation will be made to
Kingston Churches Action on Homelessness.

KCAH supports primarily single people who are
homeless, at risk of becoming homeless or who are
experiencing serious problems with private landlords.

It helps solve housing problems and improve the quality of people’s lives by:
providing a drop-in advice service,
making referrals to relevant housing providers,
providing temporary accommodation,
offering a Job Club,
providing emergency clothing, equipment and food.

A Plea from Spring Grove Fringe
Does anyone have any spare space which Spring Grove Fringe could use
to store costumes and props?

We are about to lose our present storage and urgently need somewhere
in the local area if possible. We require about half a garage or a large
shed in size and do not need to access it regularly: only once or twice
before and after each of our four productions a year. We cannot afford
commercial storage costs, but could pay a modest monthly rental.

Svitlana is a professional freelance hair and make-
up artist, offering a bespoke hair and make-up
service for any occasion: wedding day, large
bridal party, children pamper, birthday party or
any special occasion makeover.www.hairandmakeup.info




